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 Abstract:  

             The main purpose of this paper is to study properties of semi-

closed(open) sets s-closed (s-open)sets and generlized -closed(open)sets 

g-closed(g-open)sets and study the relationship between them.And also 

inroduce another type of separation axioms called it S- separation 

axiom and the characteristics that can be prserved of some type of 

functions on many spaces as  S-T0 , S-T1 , S-T2  and  we explain  that 

the property of S-T0 , S-T1 , S-T2  are toplological property if the 

function is injactive and s
*
-open .  

 

1- Intoduction: 

           The concepts of semi closed(open) sets s-closed(s-open)sets are 

intoduction by Levine.N  in 1963 [7]. He definned a set A in a 

topological space X to be s-open set if for some set G, 

)(AclAG  , wher cl(A) denoted to the cloure of a in X . A set F is 

s-closed if it’s complment is s-open set.  

        In 1970 Levine .N [ 8] introduced another concepts called 

it generlized closed (open) sets g-closed(g-open) sets in order to 

extend many of the important properties of closed set to larger 

family. 

        In 1971 Crossieg . S.G and Hildebrand .S.K , introduced the the 

concept of semi cloure ane they define it, the semi closure of a set A 

in a topological space X is the smallest semi closed (s-closed) set 

containing A [4],and denoted it by scl(A). 
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      In 1982 Malgahan introduce g-closed function s concept and 

give some theorems of preservation of normality and regularity 

[9]. 

            In this paper we continue to study of s-closed set and study the 

relation between s-closed set and g-closed set ,and proved they are 

independent conceptes, and give a new notation of semi separation 

axioms ( S-separation axiom) and characteristic that can be 

preserved of some type of function on many spaces , as S-T0 , S-T1 

, S-T2 . 

Also we will study the relation between the usual sepration axiom 

and  

S-separation axiom . 

2- Preliminaries: 

       In this section we give definitions, remarks, examples and also 

we prove some results on s-closed(s-open) sets . 

 Definition (2-1): [7]  

      Let X be a topological space , XA  , A is called semi closed 

set (s-closed set) if there exist F closed set in X such that    

                 FAFInt )( Where Int(F) denoted to interior of F. 

Definition (2-2): [4] 

     Let X be a topological space , XA  , A is called semi closed 

set (s-closed set) if  AAclInt ))((  . 

 

Remark ( 2-3) : [5] 

     The two above difintion (2-1),(2-2) are equivalence . 

Remark ( 2-4) : [1] 

    The complemant of semi closed( s- closed ) set  is called semi 

open ( s-open) set. 

Remark ( 2-5) : [1] 

    Every open set is s-open set but the converse may be not true as 

  following example . 

Example (2-5):  

   Let X={1,2,3}  , }}2,1{},1{,,{ XT    is topology on X . 

     Clear the s-open set in X are  }}3,1{},2,1{},1{,,{ X . 

 Hence {1,3} is s-open set but it is not open set. 

    Definition (2-6): [8] 

         Let (X,T) be a topological space , XA is called g-closed set if  

   cl(A) O  whenever AO  , O is open set in X . The complemant of  

   g-closed set is g-open set.  
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  Remark ( 2-7) :  

     Every closed set is g-colsed set but the convers my not be true 

as the following example . 

 Example (2-8):  

    Let X={a,b,c,d} , }},,{},,{},{},{,,{ dcbbabaXT  , is topology on X. 

Let A={c} ,  cl(A) ={c,d} , hence A is g-closed set but it is not closed set .  

Remark ( 2-9) : 

              The intersection of two s-open set not may be s-open set as the  

     following example: 

Example (2-10): 

     Let ( R , Tu)  is usuale topology . 

     Clear that (0,5] and [2,7) are two s-open sets in ( R , Tu)  , 

     but it’s intersection [2,5]  is not s-open set in ( R , Tu)  . 

Theorem (2-11):  [6]  

      If  A is s-open set in X and U is open in X then UA is s-open in U. 

Theorem (2-12):   

    IF F is closed set and B is s-closed set in X ,then FB is s-closed set. 

   Proof: 
               Let (X,T) be a topological space ,and let F is closed set and B is  

    s-closed set in X .   
cF    is open set in X , 

cB is s-open set in X .  

   then 
cc BF   is s-open set in X [ theorem 2-11] 

 But 
cc BF   = 

cBF )(    Demorgan’s law.  cBF )(   is  s-open in X . 

          Hence FB is s-closed set in X (Remark ( 2-4) ) . 

Definition(2-13):[1] 

    A function  YXf :  is called : 

a-  S-open (S-closed ) function if XG  is open (closed ) then 

                f(G )   Y is s-open (s-closed). 

b-  S
*
-open (S

*
-closed) function if XU   is s-open (s-closed ) 

then 

               f(U )   Y is open (closed). 

c-  S
**

-open (S
**

-closed) function if XU   is s-open (s-closed 

) then  

              f(U )   Y is s-open (s-closed). 

3- The Main Result:  

          In this section we will study the relation between the concepts s-

closed and g-closed sets and we will show that there are two 
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independent concepts completely through the following four 

examples:    

         The following example show that there exist g-closed set and    

s-closed set at the same time. 

Example (3-1) : 

                Show in example (2-8) the set A={c} ,  cl(A) ={c,d} , hence A is 

g-closed  set , and it’s s-closed set because if F={c,d} is closed set ,                         

then  int(F) = { }    FAFdcc  )int(},{}{  

 Hence A ={c} is g-closed set and s-closed set at the same time.  

    

     The following examlpe show that there exist some sets are g-closed set 

but it is not s-closed set. 

Example (3-2) :  

         Let X={a,b,c} , }},{},{,,{ baaXT   be topology on X . 

    Let A={a,c} , A is g-closed set but it is not s-closed set. 

      The following examlpe explain that there exist some sets are s-closed 

set but it is not g-closed set. 

Example (3-3) :   

     Let (R,Tu) be the usual topology on R , let A=[0,1) clearly A is s-

closed set but it is not g-closed set because  

  If O = (-1,1) open interval in R , show that AO but cl(A)O  

     Hence A is not g-closed set .  

         The following examlpe show that there exist some sets that are not 

s-closed and are not g-closed set.  

Example (3-4) :  

  In the example (2-8) ,let A={a,b}  , clear that cl(A)=X,  int(cl(A)) = X 

show that A is not s-closed set because int(cl(A)) = X A . 

 And it is not g-closed set too because A {a,b}  but cl(A)=XA . 

Hence we can say that the s-closed set and g-closed set are independent 

completely consepts.  

4- S –T0  space  

Definition (4-1):        

      A topolgical space X is called S-T0 space if and only if 

for each x  and y are distinct points in X , there exist an s-

open set W in X contaning one of them and not the other . 

Remark ( 4-2): 

  Every T0 space is S-T0 ,but the coverse may not be true as 

the following example . 
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Example ( 4-3 ):  

    Let X={1,2,3} and let T={ }1{,, X  } be a topology on X , 

clear (X,T) is S-T0 space because the s-open sets in X are : 

}},}{,{},{},{},{,,{ cabacbaX , hence every two distinct point 

in X , there exist s-open set in X contaning one of them and 

not the other, and it is not T0 space . Note that b and c are 

two different  points in X , and we can’t find an open set in 

X which contains one of them and not the other. Then X is 

S-T0 space  but it is not T0 space. 

Theorem (4-4) : 

              Every open subspace of S-T0 space is S-T0 space. 

  Proof  

          Let Y be an open subspace of S-T0 space X , and let  x 

, y  

     be two distinct point of Y , then there exist an s-open set 

A in X  

     containing one of them and not the other,  let it be  

containing 

     x but not y   then YA  is s-open set in Y [theorem(2 –

11)]  

     containing x but not y . 

                        Hence Y is S-T0 space .  

      Thorem (4-5) :  

         Let YXf :  be injective function and S
*
- open function , 

        If X is S-T0 space then Y is S-T0 space. 

    Proof 

        Let  y1 , y2  be two distinct points in Y , since f  is injective function  

       then there exist two distint points x1 , x2  in X .  

       such that  y1 = f(x1)  ,  y2 = f(x2) ,  but  X  is  S-T0  space  and  x1 , x2   

      are two distinct point in it , then there exist g-open set V  in X  

     containing  one of them and not the other (i.e  x1  V , x2   V )  

     then f(x1)   f(V) and f(x2)  f(V)  . 

    since f  is S
*
- open function and V is s-open set in X , then f(V) is open 

    set in Y .    f(V)  is s-open set(remark 2-5), since y1= f(x1) , y2 = f(x2) 

    then   y1   f(V) ,  y2   f(V)   .        Hence  Y is S-T0 space .  

Corollary(4-6): 

           S-T0 is a topological property where the function  is injective and 

S
*
-open function . 
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5- S -T1 space  

Definition (5-1) : 

  A topological space X is called S-T1 space if and only if for 

each 

  x and y are distinct point in X there exist two s-open sets  

G1  ,  G2  

  in  X such that x   G1 ,  y   G1  and  x   G2 ,  y   G2 . 

Remarks (5-2):  

a. Every S-T1 space is S-T0 space . 

b. Every T1 space is S-T1 space , but the converse 

my not be true as in the following example . 

     Example (5-3):  

          Let X= { 1,2,3}  , T = }}2,1{},2{},1{,{  be topology on X , 

         then the space X is S-T1 but not T1 space. 

Theorem (5-4): 

         A topological space X is S-T1 space if and only if Xx  ,  

   singleton {x} is s-closed set in X. 

proof :    

       Let X be  S-T1 space and let x   X , to prove that  {x} is s- closed set  

   we will prove X-{x} is s-open set in X , let y   X-{x}  x  y   X, 

   and since X is S-T1 space then their exist two s-open sets  G1 , G2 

  such that  x G1 , y   G2 X-{x}. since y   G2  X-{x} 

  then X-{x} is s-open set , Hence {x} is s-closed set.  
 conversely: 

     Let  x  y   X   then {x},{y} are s-closed sets ,  

  i.e  X-{x} is s-open set clearly x   X-{x} and y    X-{x}.  

 simlarly  X-{y} is s-open set ,  y   X-{y} and x    X-{y}. 

           Hence X is S-T1 space.            

Theorem (5-5): 

          Let X be S-T1 space and YXf :  be an injective function and 

S
*
- open function then Y is S-T1 space. 

  Proof:  

     Let y1 , y2  be two distinct points in Y , since  f   is injective function , 

     then there exist two distinct points x1 , x2 in X ,     such that y1=f(x1) , 

     y2=f(x2),  but X is S-T1 space and x1, x2 are distinct  points in it ,then   

   there exist two s-open sets V1 , V2 in X  such that    x1  V1 ,  x2  V1  

   and     x2  V2 , x1  V2 . 

    ( i.e f(x1)  f (V1) , f(x2)   f (V1)  and f(x2)   f (V2) , f(x1)   f (V2)). 

          Since  f  is S
*
-open function and  V1,V2 are  two s-open set in X 

     then   f(V1) , f(V2)  are two open sets in Y (Def 2-13-b). 

      Hence f(V1)  and  f(V2) are s-open sets in Y , but  y1 = f(x1) and 
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        y2 = f(x2)   then y1  f(V1)  ,  y2 f(V1)  and y2  f(V2)  ,  y1 f(V2) . 

                  Hence Y is S-T1 space. 

Corollary(5-6): 

      S-T1   is a topological property where the function is 

injective and S
*
-open function .  

Theorem(4-7): 

    Every open subspace  of a S-T1 space is S-T1 space. 

  Proof : 

          Let X be S-T1 space and let G be an open subspace of 

X , 

let x  G , since X is S-T1 space , X-{x} is s-open set in X. 

    G  ( X-{x}) = G-{x} and it is s-open set in G [Theorem 

2-11] 

    Then {x} is s-closed in G. 

          Hence G is S-T1 space [Theorem 5-4].                                                  

6- S – T2 space (( S – Hausdorff space)) 

Defintion (6-1): 

         A topological space X is called S-T2 space ( S-

Hausdorff) , 

        if    ,21 Xxx  two s-open sets   H1  , H2  in X 

such  

       that x1  H1 and  x2  H2 and H1    H2 =  . 

Remarks ( 6-2) : 

1- Every S-T2 space is S-T1space . 

2- Every T2 space is S-T2 space , but the converse may 

not be true 

     as the following example. 

Example ( 6-3) : 

   Let X={a,b,c} , Ti is indiscrete topology on X , then ( X, 

Ti) is 

   S-T2 space  but it is not T2-space . 

Theorem ( 6-4 ): 

    Every open subspace of S-T2  space is S-T2 space. 

  Proof : 

   By the same method in proveing theorem (5-7) 

Remark (6-5): 

   Every singleton subset of S-T2 space is S-closed set. 

Theorem ( 6-6)  

      Let X be S-T2 space and YXf :   , be injactive , 

S
*
-open 
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  function , where  X  and  Y  are topological spaces then Y 

is  

  S-T2 space . 

Proof: 

 Let y1,y2 be two distinct points in Y , since f is injective 

function , then there exist two distinct points x1,x2 in X 

,such that y1=f(x1), 

 y2=f(x2), , but X is S-T2 space and  x1 , x2  are distint point 

in it, 

then there exist two s-open sets H1,H2 in X such that x1  

H1 , 

 x2 H2  amd H1H2 =    since f is S
*
-open function then 

f(H1) and f(H2) are S-open sets in Y ,but y1 = f(x1) then y1  

f(H1), 

 since x2   H2 then f(x2)   f(H2) , but y2 = f(x2) then y2  

f(H2), 

to prove that f(H1)  f(H2)  =   , since  H1H2 =     then  

f(H1H2)  =    then  f(H1)  f(H2)  =  . 

            Hence Y is S-T1 space. 

Corollary (6-7): 

        S-T2 is topological property where the function is 

injective and S
*
-open function . 

Proof: 

     Clear frome theorem (6-6)  

        The following diagram shows the relation between 

usual separation axiom and S-separation axiom : 

 

T0                       T1                       

T2 
 

 

S-T0                    S-T1                    S-

T2 
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قسن الشٗاض٘ات -  كل٘ة الحشب٘ة الأساس٘ة–جاهؼة دٗالٔ 

   

 المستلخص
      إى الِذف الشئ٘س لِزا الؼول ُْ دساسة خْاص أًواط أخشٓ هي 

( s-الوفحْحة) s-ُّٖ الوجوْػات الوغلقة (الوفحْحة)الوجوْػات الوغلقة 

ّجقذٗن ػذد ( g-الوفحْحة) g-ّالوجوْػات الوغلقة (شبَ الوفحْحة)إٔ شبَ الوغلقة

هي الوبشٌُات ّالٌحائج ّالولاحظات ّالأهثلة الخاصة بزلك ّدساسة الؼلاقة ب٘ي 

. ُزٗي الٌوم٘ي ّقذ بٌ٘ا ببًِوا هسحقلاى جواهااً 

 s-        جن أٗضا جقذٗن ًْع آخش جذٗذ هي بذِٗ٘ات الفصل ٗسؤ بذِٗ٘ات الفصل

ّدساسة خْاص ُزا الوفِْم ّجقذٗن بؼض الفضاءات الخاصة بَ ّهٌِا 

  ّدساسة الؼلاقة ف٘ن بٌِ٘وا ّػلاقحِا هغ     S-T0 , S-T1 , S-T2الفضاءات 

ّجن أٗضا دساسة جبث٘ش بؼض الذّال الخاصة , بذِٗ٘ات الفصل الاػح٘ادٗة 

s-بالوحافظة ػلٔ ُزٍ الخاص٘ة ّهٌِا الذالة الوفحْحة
*

ّقذ بٌ٘ا أٗضا باى  , 

  خاص٘ة جبْلْج٘ة  إرا كاًث الذالة هحباٌٗة   S-T0 , S-T1 , S-T2خاص٘ة 

s-ّهفحْحة
*

  .  

: كلمات مفتاحيه

(, s-هفحْحة) s-هجوْػات هغلقَ , (هفحْحة)هجوْػات شبَ هغلقَ         

 .  S-        بذِٗ٘ات فصل


